
Tea Wallet with Instructions

Tutorial by Traci Kienberger


Materials List:  Two fat quarters and 1/4 yd of fusible interfacing. 

                         (Interfacing is optional)

                        1 cute button

                        6 tea bag packages


Cut:


* Outside - 8 1/4” x 10” (cut 1 of fabric, 1 of interfacing)

* Inside - 8 1/4” x 10” (cut 1 of fabric)

* Pockets - 3 1/4” x 10” (cut 2 of fabric, 2 of interfacing)

* Tab 1 1/4” x 9” (cut 1 of fabric)


Apply interfacing to outside and pocket pieces.


To make the tab closure, fold the strip in half lengthwise and press.

Open it and fold the long edges in toward the crease; press again. Fold the 
strip in half again. Give it one last press. Top Stitch close to the edge on 
the long side.


Take tab closure, pin it to the outside interfaced fabric. Measure 5” in from 
the left or right side. Baste it in place.


Take pocket pieces fold and iron the top edge 1/2’ and press. Top stitch 
1/4” from the folded edge.


On the pocket pieces, make lines 3 1/2” from each of the short ends. 

(Test your pen or pencil to make sure your marks will come out.) 

Pin the pocket pieces to the inside fabric. Stitch along the lines. Tip:

start on the top of the pocket.) 


You now have two pieces. Pin them together, with right sides facing.

Sew a 1/4” seam all the way around, leaving a 4” gap for turning inside 
out. Clip the corners.


Turn inside out, push out the corners, and press. Top stitch close to the 
edge all the way around.




Fill with tea. Fold the right side to the center. Fold the left side to the 
center. Fold the bottom to the top. 


Fold tab closure over to mark where to attach your button. Take the tea 
out and carefully hand sew a button, making sure you don’t sew the inside 
pocket closed.


Enjoy!! 


